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Abstract 
Pedestrians form a major part of road users in India. They 
are also the most vulnerable group in terms of their 
involvement in fatal accidents and serious injuries. 
Incidentally, he is the helpless victim of Road Traffic 
Accident. Statistics also reveal that quite often, it is 
economically deprived, elderly citizen who fall a prey to 
accidents. Conditions those are not conductive for walking 
alongside, across the carriage-way in urban situations, 
often results in conflicts between Vehicles and Pedestrian, 
resulting in fatalities, involving pedestrian. Infrastructural 
facilities that patronize the pedestrian, available at 
important locations along the road environment, would 
encourage the pedestrian to use same with confidence, 
reliability and safety. But it is equally important that such 
facilities should promote and encourage the uses by end 
users. Encroachments, absence/discontinuity of facility, 
importance to vehicle mobility, and extensive use of 
private transport, unsafe environment for women, elderly, 
and children all discourage the patronage of pedestrian 
facility. Case-studies do depict situations which many a 
times, work against the design of safe passage and mobility 
of pedestrian. Study aims at mapping the conditions at site 
and comparing it with standards. The objective information 
on the contribution of an item or part of facility toward 
causing an accident, weighted, analyzed. The analysis aids 
at remedial measures that may ensure safety of the 
pedestrian.      
Keywords: Pedestrians, Urban Intersections, Pedestrian 
Facilities, Crosswalk, Road Traffic. 

1. Introduction 

Road traffic crashes kill about 1.24 million people 
each year. More than one fifth of these deaths occur among 
pedestrians. Pedestrian collisions, like all road traffic 
crashes, should not be accepted as inevitable because they 
are, in fact, both predictable and preventable. Key risk 
factors for pedestrian road traffic injury are vehicle speed, 

alcohol use by drivers and pedestrians, lack of safe 
infrastructure for pedestrians and inadequate visibility of 
pedestrians. Reduction or elimination of the risks faced by 
pedestrians is an important and achievable policy goal. 
Proven interventions exist, yet in many locations 
pedestrian safety does not attract the attention it merits. 

In many countries, crashes involving pedestrians are 
poorly reported in official road traffic injury statistics. The 
actual number of pedestrian fatalities and injuries is 
probably higher than what the official statistics show 
Global data on injured pedestrians are not readily available. 
It should be noted that the data on pedestrian fatalities 
represent only a part of the problem. Pedestrian collisions 
also result in non-fatal injury, some slight and some serious, 
and some requiring long-term care and rehabilitation. 

Indian cities have traditionally been cities of walkers, 
and many urban dwellers rely on walking, cycling and 
public transport use for their daily travel. However, with 
the exponential increase in motorization, limited attention 
has been paid to pedestrian and public transport facilities. 
Growing motorization has also lead to a dramatic increase 
in the numbers of pedestrian fatalities and accidents, and 
high level of pollutions particularly exposing pedestrians 
who walk to work or access public transport to reach their 
destinations. Pedestrian is an in separable component of 
“ Road Traffic” Incidentally, a pedestrian is the most 
vulnerable end Road user most accidents between Road 
involving motor vehicle occur whenever there is conflict.  

1.1 Pedestrian/Walking 

Walking is an important mode of transport. In urban area, 
a significant proportion of trips up to 1-2 km in length are 
performed on foot. Moreover, every journey necessarily 
starts and ends as a walk trip. Since pedestrian are more 
vulnerable to being involved in accidents, it is imperative 
that adequate consideration should be given to their safety 
through provision of facilities like guard-rails, secured 
crossing area, footpaths and grade separators.   
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Walking, the most traditional mode of transportation can 
carry a high risk of injury or death on many of our Nation’s 
streets and highways. Motor vehicles only have been 
around for about a century, but during that comparatively 
short time, they often have made walking hazardous. 
Emphasis on highway transportation historically has 
focused on increasing the safety and mobility of motor 
vehicles; less attention has been given to pedestrians. The 
trend has begun to shift in recent years. Several detailed 
studies have been conducted on various aspects of 
pedestrian safety. These studies have attempted to quantify 
the magnitude and characteristics of pedestrian collisions 
and identify the traffic and roadway characteristics 
associated with such crashes. Some research has also 
involved attempts to evaluate the safety effects of various 
roadway and educational treatments. 

1.2 Trends in Pedestrians Accident Pattern 

1.2.1 Age  

Age has a significant effect on the accident pattern 
involving pedestrians. Most of the research findings have 
concluded that children and very old are more likely to be 
in greater risk than the other age groups. This is easy to 
understand: the active adults are able to cross the road 
safely, whereas the very young and very old are not. 
Children are frequently involved in crossing the road on 
their way to or from the school. They also get involved in 
accident when playing in the street nearby. In U.K. it is 
estimated that nearly half of the fatal and serious 
pedestrian casualties are children less than 13 years, 
although this age group represents less than 25% of the 
population. The old people get involved in accident due to 
impaired hearing and vision and decreased perception and 
reaction.  

1.2.2 Sex/Gender 

The influence of the sex of a person on the accident has 
been investigated by many. The general conclusion is that 
women are more careful pedestrian than men. According to 
Moore and Older, the risk of accident to pedestrians per 
10,000 inhabitants is 5.1 for men and only 3.6 for women; 
in U.K. this is probably because men take greater risk in 
crossing road at places other than those intended for 
pedestrians. Women, on other hand, use intended crossing 
places more frequently. Women have also been known 
wait for more favourable gaps in vehicle stream when 
crossing than men. 

1.2.3 Social Condition 

Social status influences pedestrian’s behaviour. For 
instance, it has been noticed that the under-privileged and 
low income groups figure prominently in pedestrian 
causalities. This is probably because of lack of adequate 
training and education. General environmental and living 
conditions also have an influence on the accident rate. 
 
1.2.4 Driving Experience 

 
If a person is known to have driving experience, his 
behaviour is expected to be more careful as a pedestrian. 
This is easily explained by the fact that a person with 
driving experience understands fully the limitations of the 
vehicle in charge of human being. 
 
1.2.5 Familiarity with the locality 

 
Not much evidence is available whether the accident risk is 
influenced by the pedestrian familiarity with the locality. 
Knowledge of the location of the crossing points and rules 
about restricted turning movements and one-way streets 
should lead to lesser accident rate among local pedestrian 
than with outsiders. More research is needed understand 
this aspect. 
 
1.2.6 Alcohol 

Impairment by alcohol is an important factor influencing 
the risk of road traffic crash as well as the severity and 
outcome of injuries that result from it. Alcohol 
consumption results in impairment, which increases the 
likelihood of a crash because it produces poor judgement, 
increase reaction time, lowers vigilance and decreases 
visual acuity. Alcohol consumption is also associated with 
excessive speed. It is important to note that alcohol 
impairment as a risk factor is not limited to drivers of 
vehicles but is also important for pedestrians. Like motor 
vehicle drivers, a pedestrian’s risk of crash involvement 
increases with increasing blood alcohol content (BAC). 

1.2.7 Speed 

The speed at which a car is travelling influences both crash 
risk crash consequences. The effect on crash risk comes 
mainly via the relationship between speed and stopping 
distance. The higher the speed of vehicle, the shorter the 
time a driver has to stop and avoid a crash, including 
hitting a pedestrian. Taking into account the time needed 
for the driver to react to an emergency and apply the 
brakes, a car travelling at 50 km/h will typically require 36 
m to stop, while a car travelling at 40 km/h will stop in 27 
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m. In some situations the driver may react more quickly 
and the car stop more rapidly, but in other situations, if the 
driver is not concentrating fully on the road ahead or the 
road is wet, the opposite will occur. 
If a car is travelling unusually fast, other road users such as 
a pedestrian waiting to cross the road may misjudge the 
speed of the approaching vehicle. The pedestrian may 
mistakenly assume it is safe to cross the road, attempt to do 
so and get struck by the vehicle. 

1.3 Criteria for Pedestrian Facility Design 

Understanding people’s perceptions of security in the 
walking environment is an important element for 
improving pedestrian safety. People may choose to avoid 
walking altogether if they perceive too great a risk of 
traffic injury or other threats to personal security. 
Pedestrian’s perceptions of risk in the broader environment 
influence their road use behaviour, including whether or 
not they choose to use certain roads and pedestrian 
facilities. 
 
1.3.1   Footpath or Side-walk Design 
In order to be effective, the side-walks should be provided 
on both sides of the road and above the level of the 
carriageway separated by non-mountable kerbs. Height of 
the kerb at the edge should, however, not exceed the height 
of non-mountable kerbs, as this might otherwise detract 
pedestrians from getting on the sidewalks. 
The width of side-walks depends upon the expected 
pedestrian flows and could be fixed with the help of 
guidelines given in Table 1.3.1, subjected to a minimum 
width of 1.5 m. 
For sidewalks in shopping areas, the width should be 
increased by 1 m which treated as “dead width”. In order 
to situations where sidewalks pass adjacent to building and 
fences, the dead width can be taken as 0.5 m. For area of 
heavy pedestrian activity such as bus stops, railway 
stations and recreational area, the width of side walk 
should be suitably increased to account for accumulation 
of pedestrians. 
In purely residential areas, and special cases like shopping 
centres and industrial/office complexes, different 
principles will apply to sidewalks design than the capacity 
considerations given in Table 1.3.1 Enhancement of the 
environmental values and safety are the governing criteria 
in pedestrian sensitivity situations such as these and layout 
need to be carefully planned keeping these points in view. 
 
1.3.2   Pedestrian Guard-Rails Design 
Pedestrian guard rails are an important design element to 
prevent indiscriminate crossing and spilling over of 
pedestrians on to the carriageway. Their judicious use can 
help to ensure that pedestrian cross the street at 

predetermined and safe locations. As guard rails would 
confine the movement of pedestrians to the footpath, it is 
predetermined and safe locations. As guard rails would 
confine the movement of pedestrians to the footpath, it is 
obligatory that sufficient width of footpath be made 
available for the use of pedestrians. 
The design of the guard rails should be neat, simple in 
appearance and, as far as possible, vandal proof. 
 
Table 1.3.1: Capacity of sidewalks of different width 

Width of Side-
walks 

(meter) 

Capacity in number of persons per 
hour 

All in one 
direction 

In both 
directions 

1.50 1200 800 

2.00 2400 1600 

2.50 3600 2400 

3.00 4800 3200 

4.00 6000 4000 

(Source IRC: 103-1988, Guidelines for Pedestrians 
facilities) 
Table 1.3.2: Minimum widths of sidewalks for various 
types of streets in different types of locations  

Type of district Type of street Minimum width 
of sidewalks in 

meters 

Industrial and 
Business areas 

Main street 4 

Minor street 2 

Residential areas Main street 3 

Minor street 1.5 

(Source IRC: 70-1977, Guidelines on Regulation and 
Control of Mixed Traffic in Urban areas) 
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Two aspects which need special consideration are the 
height of hand-rail and the obstruction to visibility. The 
height should be sufficient so as to deter people from 
climbing over it. The visibility of approaching vehicles by 
the pedestrians as well as the visibility of the pedestrian by 
drivers of approaching vehicles should be adequate. The 
railing should not therefore, has any thick horizontal 
member, other than the baluster to achieve the desired 
objective. Above all, the guard-rails should be of sturdy 
but slender design. 
Applications 
Use of pedestrian guard-rails could normally be provided 
at hazardous locations, junctions/intersections, schools, 
bus stops, railway station, overpass, subway, and central 
reserves etc.  
 
1.3.3   Pedestrian Crossing Design 
Pedestrians cross one or more roads at some point in their 
journey, whether at an intersections or not. In many 
situations, crossing the road increases their risk of traffic 
injury. Intersections are associated with high rates of 
pedestrian collisions and injuries because they include a 
large number of pedestrian and vehicle conflict points.  
Many types of pedestrian crossings have been tried with 
varying degree of success, may be categorised as below 

• Uncontrolled crossing 
• Controlled crossing 

Uncontrolled intersections exacerbate such conflicts, as 
pedestrians may encounter oncoming vehicles travelling at 
elevated speeds that are not required to stop or yield. In 
some situations, the only way pedestrians can signal their 
intent to cross is to stand in the pedestrian crossing. 
Situations where drivers must yield to pedestrians in, rather 
than at an intersection, tend to be more risky for 
pedestrians. 

2. Literature Review 

Everyone has different preferences when it comes to 
transportation, but there’s one that all road users share — 
everyone is a pedestrian. Unfortunately, pedestrians are 
one of the few groups of road users to experience an 
increase in fatalities in all over the world. Many people 
working hard to raise awareness of the dangers to 
pedestrians, and to provide leadership, expertise, and 
resources to communities across world to combat these 
crashes. 
In India pedestrian form a major part of road users. They 
are also the most vulnerable group in terms of their 
involvement in fatal accidents and serious injuries. 
This chapter has been framed with a little light on previous 
researches or studies conducted till in India and abroad 
with reference to the subject matter of providing facilities 

and guideline for safe travel on roads and safety for 
pedestrians. 
 
2.1 Canadian research on pedestrian safety (Michael 
F. Trentacoste, December 1999) 
The two goals of Canadian research in pedestrian safety 
have been to increase the safety of pedestrians using 
crosswalks and to make it easier for pedestrians to cross 
streets. Safety related interventions have focused on 
prompting pedestrians to look for turning vehicles; 
prompting drivers to look for pedestrians in crosswalks; 
the modification of the pedestrian clearance signal by 
adding a countdown display; the use of advance stop lines 
to increase sight distance at midblock crosswalks; and 
increasing the conspicuity of crosswalks. This research has 
produced mixed results. Prompting pedestrians to look for 
turning vehicles with signs, pavement markings, or adding 
animated eyes to the pedestrian signal have all been 
documented to reduce conflicts between motor vehicles 
and pedestrians while the addition of a countdown timer 
for the clearance interval has not been associated with 
safety benefits. In regards to pavement markings, the 
addition of advance stop lines has produced a reduction in 
motor vehicle/ pedestrian conflicts while increasing the 
conspicuity of crosswalks has not. Treatments designed to 
make it easier to cross the street have focused on: the use 
of pedestrian activated flashing beacons at midblock 
crosswalks and at crosswalks on major roads at 
intersections not controlled by traffic signals; and the use 
of multifaceted programs that focus on engineering, 
enforcement, and education interventions to increase 
yielding to pedestrians in crosswalks. Although the use of 
pedestrian activated beacons have made it easier for 
pedestrians to cross the street, and are readily used by 
pedestrians in Canada, the safety value of this intervention 
has not been clearly demonstrated. However, several 
studies have shown that the use of special signs and 
markings may make crosswalks with pedestrian-activated 
beacons safer. Research also indicates that multifaceted 
pedestrian safety programs can change community safety 
culture by modifying the behaviour of drivers and 
pedestrians. 
 
2.2 Pedestrian safety at urban intersections in Delhi, 
India. (By: - Nishi Mittal, June 2010) 
Crosswalks are the critical links in a connected pedestrian 
network and crossing the street is the most dangerous 
aspect of being a pedestrian. In India, where pedestrian 
fatalities constitute around 50-60% of total fatalities and 
30-40% of all reported road accidents on National 
Highways occur at intersections, this research work was 
undertaken to find out pedestrian facilities provided at 
urban intersections, observed behaviours of motorist and 
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pedestrians and their opinions. The physical surveys at 5 
four arm intersections at 6 T-intersections and 150-200 m 
approach roads to these intersections were undertaken. 
Around 250 pedestrians and 100 motorists were 
interviewed. The study results highlight non-provision of 
pedestrian facilities at these intersections and view point of 
both motorists and pedestrians. In India where massive 
road widening work is undergoing under Golden 
quadrilateral, this would provide a useful input to design 
road accordingly so as to prevent pedestrian fatalities at 
urban intersection in India.  
Conclusion: 
The survey findings clearly indicate that pedestrian 
facilities are awfully lacking at urban intersections in 
Delhi, more so at ‘T’ intersections in comparision to four-
arm intersection. Also the behaviour of motorists towards 
pedestrians is not good making crossing task even more 
hazardous for pedestrians. Further, the pedestrian facilities 
are being curtailed whenever and wherever widening is 
done. It is high time that more pedestrian facilities are 
provided to improve overall road safety in general and 
pedestrian safety in particular.  

3. Scope and Objective  

A large number of road accidents involve pedestrians. In 
the United States of America, two-thirds of road deaths are 
of car occupants, and less than one fifth are pedestrians. In 
Europe one-third are pedestrians and remaining one-third 
are riders of two-wheelers. The National Highway Traffic 
Safety Administration (NHTSA) reports that an average a 
pedestrian dies from motor vehicle collision every 113 
minutes and a pedestrian injured in a traffic incident about 
in every 8 minutes. 
The roads are arguably the most important public spaces in 
cities and pedestrians are its largest users, but less than 
30% of urban roads in India have footpaths. In the last few 
years, pedestrian fatalities have accounted for 30-40% of 
all road accident deaths in urban areas. In Delhi, the 
pedestians constitute 46 percent of the fatalities from road 
accidents. 
Pedestrian is the most vulnerable end road user most 
accidents between road involving motor vehicle occur 
whenever there is conflict. Walking is the tradtional mode 
of transport carrying a high risk of injuries/deaths in our 
nation’s street in large cities as well as in smaller towns. 
Here the appropriate scope is to analyse spatial distribution 
of pedestrian accident, to study impact of existing facilities 
and to suggest the remedial measures to minimise 
pedestrian accident and improve pedestrian safety in 
smaller town.   
 

4. Field Survey 
 
Research study has been carried out to access the 
pedestrian vulnerability at selected 4 numbers of locations 
for pedestrian count as well as at 1 location for vehicular 
count within urban limits of Bhilwara town, where the 
pedestrian density was higher. 
Field survey conducted on 10.09.16, 12.09.16, 13.09.16 
and 23.09.16 for pedestrian count from 8:00 a.m. to 8:00 
p.m., while vehicular count survey done on 24.09.16 from 
9:00 a.m. to 11: a.m. in peak hours and 11:00 a.m. to 01:00 
p.m. in ordinary time periods.  
Pedestrian opinion survey was conducted on 24.09.16 
(afternoon) & 25.09.16 all day at Ajmer Tiraha, Roadways 
bus stand (Hariseva) Chouraha and Sanganeri Gate Circle, 
where opinion of more than hundred pedestrians were met 
by questionnaire method .  
The study involves the dedicated data collection at field 
regarding. 

• Pedestrian movement  
• Vehicular movement 
• Pedestrian facility mapping 
• Rating the lack/presence of facilities 
• Comprehensive analysis of the pedestrian 

vulnerability (exposure) to road traffic accident 
• Suggestion of suitable remedial measures to 

alleviate field situation 
 
Conditioned survey was conducted at 12 nos intersections 
(8 nos 4-arm intersections and 4 nos T-intersections) and 3 
nos corridors by observational method for mapping 
existing conditions of these.   
 
4.1. Details of Roads (Corridors) and Intersections 
 
4.1.1. Corridor I (Roadways Bus stand (Harisewa) 
chauraha to Nehru Road - Sanganeri Gate – Petrol Pump 
up to Kota Road) 
Part of old town, with dense populated area, maximum part 
of corridor are six lane divided highway with raised 
median and without any footpath for pedestrian movement. 
A little fraction of this corridor from Sanganeri Gate Circle 
to Sanganeri Gate Petrol pump are narrow, as well as 
without median. Roadways bus stand, approach road to 
Mahtma Gandhi Hospital (District Hospital), approach 
road to city market originate from this corridor. Ramsnehi 
Hospital, SBBJ Nehru road branch, PNB Nehru road 
branch, Adarsh vidya Mandir School, IBVM school, 
Agrwal Utsav Bhawan and various commercial complex 
etc situated on this corridor.  
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4.1.2. Corridor II (Sukhadiya Circle to Vikas Path - Ajmer 
Tiraha – Gangapur Tiraha- Ramdham or Swami 
Vivekanand Circle up to Chittorgarh Road) 
Maximum part of corridors is four/six lane divided 
highway with raised median. Sukhadiya Circle to Ajmer 
Tiraha is 6-lane divided highway with raised median, 1.0 
to 1.50 m footpath exist both side of road intermittent. 
From Ajmer Tiraha to Khadeshwar Temple is ROB which 
is 2-lane undivided carriageway with 1.0 m footpath on 
both side of road. From Khadewashwer Temple to Dak 
Bungalows/Circuit House Tiraha is 6/4 lane divided 
highway without any service road and footpath. From Dak 
Bungalows/Circuit House Tiraha to Traffic Control Branch 
office (Underpass) is 2 lane undivided highway without 
any footpath. From Traffic Control Branch office 
(Underpass) to Ramdham (Swami Vivekananda Circle is 
6-lane highway with raised median with both side service 
roads.  Almost all automobile showrooms/workshops, fuel 
stations are situated on this corridor. UIT, Commercial tax 
and other government offices and residential quarters, 
Circuit house, Dak bungalow, SBBJ main branch and 
subhash nagar branch, ICICI bank, Indusland bank, Hotel 
Land Mark (Tourist/Travels Bus Stand), Ajmer road bus 
stop, Traffic control office etc situated on this corridor.  
 
4.1.3. Corridor III (Gangapur Tiraha to Shanti Path - 
Leland Chauraha - Pansal Chauraha - Biliya  up to 
Flyover/NH-79 bypass.) 
This is very important corridor is four/six lane divided 
highway with raised median; in little length there is 
pedestrian guard rail provided in median. Footpath is not 
provided in whole stretch but in some part is very 
congested due to narrow width and higher volume of 
vehicles.  Importance of corridor due to Gangapur/Udaipur 
road bus stop, PNB, Axis Bank, HDFC bank, Bank of 
Baroda, old RTO, Vishal Mega mart, DEO, PHED Circle, 
PWD Circle offices, Pratap Nagar School, ITI College, 
MLV Textile Engineering College, RIICO Phase IV, 
Regional Transport Office, Textile market and other 
commercial complexes are situated on this corridor. This is 
heart of textile city due to large numbers of commercial 
activities either textile or other occurred here; we can say it 
as a commercial hub.  
 
 4.1.4. Intersections 
Four arm Intersections: 

• Sanganeri Gate Circle 
• Sri Guest House (Ramdwara) Choraha 
• Roadways bus stand (Harisewa) Choraha 
• Collectorate (Parashuram) Choraha 
• Ramdham (Vivekanand) Choraha 
• Pansal (Maharana Pratap) Choraha 
• Nagar Parishad Choraha 

• Golpyau Choraha 
T- Intersection  

• Ajmer Tiraha 
• Gangapur Tiraha 
• Circuit House Tiraha 
• Gaytri Ashram Tiraha 

 
4.2. Present Conditions of Corridors 
 
4.2.1. Corridor I (Roadways Bus stand Chauraha to Nehru 
Road - Sanganeri   Gate – Petrol Pump up to Kota Road): 
Due to unavailability of footpath pedestrians are forced to 
move on carriageway. Edges of pavement are mostly 
occupied by street hawkers, cabin, sign boards of shops, on 
street parking etc, hence pedestrian feels 
interruption/obstruction in their safely movement on 
extreme edge of carriageway. At narrow section of corridor 
in between sanganeri gate circle and petrol pump, almost a 
lot of congestion and traffic jam occurred due to nearby 
religious places as well as sabzi mandi. Roadways bus 
stand/Harisewa circle is the only signalised/controlled 
junction on this corridor; other junctions Shri guest 
house/Ramdwara junction is Triangular Island without any 
signal, road marking i.e. visible zebra crossing for 
pedestrian not provided here;  sanganeri gate junction are 
unsignalized junction, there are few island provided for 
movement of vehicle in various directions, but visible 
zebra crossing or other provision for pedestrian safety are 
not provided here; Sanganeri gate petrol pump junction is 
round about rotary circle is unsignalized, without zebra 
crossing also unsafe for pedestrians.   
 
4.2.2. Corridor II (Sukhadiya Circle to Vikas Path - Ajmer 
Tiraha – Gangapur Tiraha – Ramdham  up to Chittorgarh 
Road) 
The maximum stretch of footpaths remains unusable due to 
presence of street hawkers and vendors. The footpaths are 
used as dwelling place by families during night and early 
hours of the day near sukhadiya circle, circuit house tiraha 
(near statue of Indira Ghandhi). Footpaths from Sukhadiya 
Circle to Ajmer Tiraha are in intermittent is not fully 
functional due to discontinuity as well as available in 
stretches along the road are mostly inconspicuous due to 
dominant presence of the hawkers and encroached upon by 
the shop owners. 
The footpaths are mostly inaccessible to the pedestrians 
due to the occupation of the edges of the pavement by the 
street hawkers and due to on street parking. 
At ROB footpath 1.0 m width both sides are flash with 
pavement due overlaid in previous decades is unsafe for 
pedestrians. After ROB up to Ramdham footpaths not 
available hence pedestrian are forced to move on pavement 
edges. At maximum stretches of 6-lane pavement, even 
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one lane on each side is encroaches by vendors, 
unauthorised parking etc pedestrians faces inconvenient 
and unsafe to move on pavement edges.  
Gangapur Tiraha are the signalised junction controlled by 
traffic lights and traffic police also, Ajmer Tiraha, Railway  
phatak, Traffic control office (near underpass), Ramdham 
are controlled junction controlled by traffic police only; 
while Gaytri Ashram, circuit house tiraha, UIT are 
uncontrolled junction. Speed breakers are provided at UIT 
& Ramdham, Sukhadiya circle is round about 4 legged 
rotary junctions.    
At Ajmer tiraha, movement of buses are much more for 
Ajmer/Jaipur/Delhi, Chittorgarh/Udaipur/Ahmedabad 
route passes from here. Pedestrian movement at this 
junction is much high due to alternate bus stop is situated 
here for all these routes. This junction is very risky for 
pedestrian crossing because vehicle speed accelerated here 
due to downwards of ROB. Even this is controlled junction 
but there no proper provisions for pedestrian safety. 
 
4.2.3. Corridor III (Gangapur Tiraha to Shanti Path - 
Leland Chauraha - Pansal Chauraha – Biliya up to 
Flyover/NH-79 bypass) 
This is very important and busiest corridor but due to 
unavailability of footpath pedestrians are forced to move 
on carriageway. Edges of pavement are mostly occupied 
by street hawkers, cabin, sign boards of shops, on street 
parking etc, hence pedestrian feels interruption/obstruction 
in their safely movement on extreme edge of carriageway. 
At Gangapur Tiraha junction, traffic control lights 
available but there are no any slip road available for 
uninterrupted movement of left moving vehicle. There are 
non facilities available for pedestrians, Zebra crossing 
marking is completely washed out, which are require to 
paint. From Gangapur Tiraha to Nahar Brothers Petrol 
pump pedestrian guard rails provided in median. Right side 
of this stretch is very congested comparatively narrow 
width as well as unauthorised parking in whole stretch, 
always traffic jam occurred here. Vishal Mega mart Tiraha, 
Leland Tiraha, Ajad Nagar Choraha, Patel Nagar Tiraha, 
Biliya Chauraha are uncontrolled, unsignalized junctions, 
Pansal Choraha (Maharana Pratap Circle) is four legged 
round about rotary junction, at end of corridor near before 
RTO office an incomplete round about circle may cause 
safety hazards to road users . In little stretch near Pratap 
Nagar School and ITI left side service road available but is 
completely occupied by cabin shop, sign boards of shops, 
on street parking etc.   
 
4.3. Present Conditions of Intersections  
Condition survey for pedestrian crossing facilities done at 
12 nos intersections, out of which 8 nos is 4-arm 
Intersections and 4 nos is T-Intersections. 

Four arm Intersections: 
• Sanganeri Gate Circle 
• Sri Guest House (Ramdwara) Choraha 
• Roadways bus stand (Harisewa) Choraha 
• Collectorate (Parashuram) Choraha 
• Ramdham (Vivekanand) Choraha 
• Pansal (Maharana Pratap) Choraha 
• Nagar Parishad Choraha 
• Golpyau Choraha 

T- Intersection  
• Ajmer Tiraha 
• Gangapur Tiraha 
• Circuit House Tiraha 
• Gaytri Ashram Tiraha 

 
4.3.1. Pedestrians facility available at 4-Arm and T-
Intersections 
Table 4.3.1 presents the pedestrian facilities available at 
different types of intersections. Zebra crossing facility was 
available on 75% four arm intersections surveyed and all 
100% T-intersections. Footpath at approach roads was 
available only 25% of four arm intersections and 75% of 
T-intersections but available footpath was encroached at 
all intersections. Traffic signal was only 38% on four arm 
intersections and 25% on T-intersections but there was not 
any signal for pedestrians (Green Man) was available for 
both types of intersections. 50% of both types of 
intersections were controlled by traffic policeman. 62% of 
4-arm intersections having round about or triangular island 
while only 25% of T-intersections having these. 
 
4.3.2. Provision and visibility of road marking 
Table 4.2.2 provides the provision and visibility of road 
marking at different intersections in Bhilwara. Stop line 
were not provided at any intersection. Zebra crossing were 
provided at 75% of 4-arm intersections while it were 100% 
at T-intersections but visibility of marking was very poor 
i.e. it was only 37% of 4-arm intersection and 50% of T-
intersections. 
 
 
Table 4.3.1: Pedestrian facility at 4-arm & t-intersections 
Intersection 

Type Zebr
a 
Cross
ing 

Foot
path 

 

Tra
ffic 
Sig
nal 

 

Traffic 
Police
man 

Round
about 

or 
Triang

le 
Island 

Unit % % % % % 

4-Arm  75 25 38 50 62 

T 100 75 25 50 25 
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Table 4.3.2: Provision and visibility of road marking at 4-
arm and t-intersections 
Intersection 

Type 
Stop Line Zebra 

Crossing 
Visibility of 

Marking 
Unit % % % 

4-Arm  0 75 37 

T- Type 0 100 50 

 
4.3.3. Guard railing / median barriers near intersection 
approach roads 
Railing barriers should be provided to prevent people from 
crossing in junctions diagonally at signalised intersections. 
The barrier must open only at planned crossing facility (at 
zebra crossing). At unsignalized junctions, they should be 
provided for sufficient length to guide the pedestrians to 
the nearest planned pedestrian crossing.  
However, the survey findings indicated that at 4-arm 
intersection approach roads only 12% of having guard 
railing while 75% of having partially provided. At T-
intersection only 75% of junctions approach roads having 
partially or very little guard railings.  
 
Table 4.3.3: Guard railing/ median barrier at intersection 
approach roads 

Intersection 
Type 

Fully provided 
in all directions 

Partially 
provided 

Unit % % 

4-Arm I 12 75 

T- Type 0 75 

 
4.3.4. Traffic signal at intersections 
In spite of the fact that all the intersections selected for the 
study having heavy pedestrian and vehicle volumes, the 
signal for pedestrian was not available at any intersections 
even signal for vehicle was only 37% at 4-arm 
intersections and 25% at T-intersections, as shown in 
Table 4.3.4. 
 
Table 4.3.4: Traffic signal for pedestrian and vehicle 

Intersection 
Type 

Signal for 
vehicle 

Signal for 
pedestrian 

(Green man) 
Unit % % 

4-Arm  37 0 

T- Type 25 0 

 
4.3.5. Location of bus stop near intersection 

Positioning of bus-stop and lay-byes is critical and every 
effort should be made to avoid physical visual obstruction. 
They should not be located on the outside of the curve or 
very close to junctions and should be located beyond 
pedestrians crossing and junctions – around 50 to 60 m 
away, so that buses do not obstruct crossing pedestrians. 
Also far side bus stops have a better safety as compared to 
near side bus stops at intersections. 
However, the survey findings indicated that at 25% of 
intersections both 4-arm as well as T-intersections bus 
stops situated very close to intersection (within 10 m).   
 
Table 4.3.5: Location of bus stops near intersections 

Intersection 
Type 

Within 
10 m 
 

10 
to 
20 
m 

20 
to 
40 
m 

40 
to 
60 
m 

Outside 
of 60 m 

Unit % % % % % 
4-Arm  25 0 0 0 75 
T- Type 25 0 0 0 75 

 
4.3.6. Availability and encroachment of footpath 
Table 4.3.6 shows that only 25% of 4-arm intersections 
approach roads have partially footpath while 50% of T-
intersections approach roads have partially footpaths. All 
these available footpaths are encroached by vendors, tea 
cabins etc, cannot use by pedestrians. 
 
Table 4.3.6: Availability and encroachment of footpaths at 
approach roads of intersections 

Intersection 
Type 

Partially 
Footpaths 

Encroachment 
 

Unit % % 

4-Arm  25 100 

T- Type 50 100 

 
 
4.4. Data Collection 
 
4.4.1. Features related to pedestrians 
The existing features or the road furniture’s related to the 
pedestrians such as Pedestrians facilities, Hazards to 
pedestrians were noted. 
 
4.4.2. Location for Pedestrians Volume Count 
Four locations were selected two at corridor I and corridor 
III are Sanganeri Gate circle & Gangapur Tiraha one for 
each corridor; while two at corridor II are at Ajmer Tiraha 
and Circuit House Tiraha in respective corridor. 
 
4.4.3. Location for Pedestrians Interview 
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Three intersections were selected for interviewing 
pedestrian opinion, at corridor I Roadways bus stand 
(Harisewa) Choraha and Sanganeri Gate circle and at 
corridor II Ajmer Tiraha because of heavy pedestrians as 
well as vehicular movements at these intersections. 
 
4.4.4. Vehicular Volume Count 
One location selected for vehicular volume count, at 
Circuit House Tiraha is vicinal point in two corridors i.e. 
in Corridor II and Corridor III is selected for vehicular 
volume count in both directions. At this location vehicular 
movement is higher in all directions. 
 
4.4.5. Road conditions 
Mostly fair for maximum length but patch repair required 
in few length of corridor I (near Sanganeri Gate Mosque, 
and Petrol Pump) and Corridor III (near Lilend Tiraha, 
near Kanchi resort) etc. 
 
4.4.6. Comparison between Traffic Vehicular Count 
(TVC) and Pedestrian Volume Count (PVC)  
Vehicular Traffic is at its peak from 9 a.m. to 8 p.m., 
whereas Pedestrian Volume count steadily increases from 
8 a.m. to 11 a.m. in morning hours and 5 p.m. to 8 p.m. in 
evening hours. PVC is at peak from 9.00 a.m. to 10.00 a.m. 
in morning and 6 p.m. to 7 p.m. in evening hours. 
The highest peak hour volume at Sanganeri Gate Circle is 
1115, followed by at Ajmer Tiraha is 863, and at 
Ganagapur Tiraha is 487. 
The 12 hours Pedestrian Volume Count (Total) of the day 
is the highest at Ajmer Tiraha amounting 8278, followed 
by Sanganeri Gate Circle amounting 6105. 
Vehicular as well pedestrian volume count survey done at 
Circuit House Tiraha, here vehicular count amounting 
5052 in morning peak hours from 9:00 a.m. to 11:00 a.m. 
and 3514 in ordinary time from 11:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m.; 
while pedestrian count amounting 4244 in whole day i.e. 
from 8:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m. is very small as compared to 
vehicular traffic.     
 
Table 4.4.1: Showing pedestrian volume count  
S.

N 

Locations 
& Date of 
Observati
on 

Cross
ing 
Vol. 
Total 

Side
ward 
Vol. 
Total 

Peak 
Hour 
Time 

Peak 
Hour 
Cross
ing  
Vol. 

Peak 
Hour 
Side
ward 
Vol. 

1 Sanganeri 
Gate Circle 

10.09.16 

2053 6105 5:00 
pm to 
6:00 
pm 

277 1115 

2 Ajmer 
Tiraha 

12.09.16 

2518 8278 9:00 
am to 
10:00 

285 863 

am 
3 Gangapur 

Tiraha 
13.09.16 

2137 4633 10:00 
am to 
11:00 

am 

221 487 

4 Circuit 
House 
Tiraha 

23.09.16 

1332 2915 10:00 
am to 
11:00 

am 

137 268 

 
Table 4.4.2: Showing vehicular traffic volume count in 
peak hour from 09:00 a.m. to 11:00 a.m. (at circuit house 
tiraha)  
S.
N 

Fast Power Driven 
Vehicle 

Ajmer 
to 

Chittor
garh 

Chittor
garh to 
Ajmer 

Total 

1 Car, Jeep, Van, Three 
Wheeler (Auto) 

954 896 1850 

2 Two Wheeler (Motor 
Cycle, Scooter etc) 

1491 1265 2756 

3 Light Commercial 
Vehicle (LCV), Mini 
Truck 

148 132 280 

4 Buses 172 213 385 
5 Two Axle Truck, 

Tanker 
0 1 1 

6 Multi Axle Truck, 
Truck Trailer, Tanker 

0 0 0 

7 Agriculture Tractor 
with Trailer 

22 34 56 

8 Other (Crane, JCB etc) 3 1 4 
 Total   5052 

 
 
 
Table 4.4.3: Showing vehicular traffic volume count in non 
peak hour from 11:00 a.m. to 01:00 a.m. (at circuit house 
tiraha) 
S.
N 

Fast Power Driven 
Vehicle 

Ajmer 
to 

Chittor
garh 

Chittor
garh to 
Ajmer 

Total 

1 Car, Jeep, Van, Three 
Wheeler (Auto) 

582 474 1056 

2 Two Wheeler (Motor 
Cycle, Scooter etc) 

1126 836 1962 

3 Light Commercial 
Vehicle (LCV), Mini 
Truck 

134 105 239 

4 Buses 89 114 203 
5 Two Axle Truck, 2 1 3 
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Tanker 
6 Multi Axle Truck, 

Truck Trailer, Tanker 
0 0 0 

7 Agriculture Tractor 
with Trailer 

28 21 49 

8 Other (Crane, JCB etc) 0 2 2 
 Total   3514 

 
4.4.7. Problems/Deficiencies observed 
Footpaths is not available at most of the corridors, if 
available in Corridor II, are not functional due to 
discontinuity of footpath. Available footpaths are not as 
per required standards for the pedestrians. Capacity of 
roads and footpath not fully utilised due to roadside 
vendors, dwellings, encroachments and improper 
pedestrian crossing.  
 
Effective uses of road is reduced due to – 

• Damaged stretches of corridors. 
• Spaces near footpaths, shoulders, or some part of 

pavement edges are occupied by vendors, street 
hawkers etc. 

 
4.5. Opinion Survey of Pedestrians 
Opinion survey of pedestrians was also conducted at 
different intersections. The sample size was more than 100 
pedestrians, The results of survey are presented below: 
 
4.5.1. Safe to cross  
Only 5% termed crossing the intersections safe, while 13% 
of them to be somewhat safe. However around 82% 
thought that it is unsafe to cross the intersections. The 
difference was observed on opinion of males and females 
as 5% surveyed males thought them to be safe in 
comparison to 0% females.     
Figure 4.5.1: Percentage distribution of pedestrian’s 
opinion for safety at intersections 

 
4.5.2. Understanding of pedestrian signal 
The meaning of pedestrian signal or green-man signal 
knows 92% respondents. The different were observed 
between the opinion of males and females, as 93% males 
respondents knows meaning of green-man while 75% 
female respondents knows about it. 
 
4.5.3. Waiting for green signal or traffic police signal to 
cross 
More than three fourth of respondents replied that they 
always waited for traffic policeman signal to cross the 
intersections. The survey findings confirm that 78% of 
male respondents and 63% female respondents agreed to 
wait for traffic police signal. 
 
4.5.4. Time allotted to cross 
Around 58% or more than half respondents replied that 
traffic policeman give them time to cross the intersections 
by stopping vehicular traffic and all they felt that time 
allotted to cross the intersections was sufficient. 60% of 
male respondents and 50% of female respondents replied 
that time allotted to cross the intersections by traffic 
policeman was sufficient. 
 
4.5.5. Drivers behaviours towards pedestrians 
The pedestrians were asked whether the behaviour of 
drivers was nice towards them. Only 4% of replied in 
positive while 96% shows there expression in different 
negative manner. 27% says drivers not give them chance to 
cross the road, 53% replied that they stopped their vehicles 
on zebra crossing at intersection which make inconvenient 
to cross the road by pedestrians. 84% of respondents that 
vehicles driver passes through uncontrolled intersection at 
higher speed. 
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4.5.6. Crossing in group 
Only 39% of pedestrians felt that they could cross the road 
safely when they are in group. Only 38% of male 
respondents felt safety while 50% female respondents felt 
safety to cross the road in group rather than lonely. 
 
4.5.7. Taking risk while crossing 
The pedestrians were asked whether they attempt to cross 
even if it is not safe to cross. Around 79% of them replied 
in negative and 21% of them replied that they do so.  
 
4.5.8. Problem of beggars and sellers at intersections 
Around all respondents i.e. 99% felt that beggars and 
sellers are the nuisance at the intersections. They creates 
problem by encroach sidewalks and refugee islands as well 
as security point of view. All male respondents felt 
problem due to beggars and sellers while 88% of female 
respondents felt so. 
 
4.5.9. Meaning of zebra crossing 
Pedestrians were also tested for knowing the meaning of 
zebra crossings. Around 89% of them knew the correct 
answer, 87% of them crosses the road only at zebra 
crossing. 91% of male respondents know about zebra 
crossing and 89% of them cross the road only at zebra 
crossing. 63% of female respondents know about zebra 
crossing and they all cross the road at zebra crossing only. 
 
4.5.10. Viewpoint on hording  
The pedestrian were asked whether they feel the hoarding 
displayed on footpath or median pose problems them. 
Around 89% replied positively while around 11% did not 
think so. Around 91% of male respondents face problems 
due to hoarding displayed on footpath and median while 
63% of female respondents felt so. 
 
4.5.11. Viewpoint on condition of side walks 
The respondents were asked whether the sidewalks are: 

(i) Good and comfortable 
(ii) Not in continuity for walk 
(iii) Uncomfortable and inconvenient 
(iv) Encroached 

The results are shown in Table 4.5.1 
Around 95% of respondents not satisfied with condition of 
sidewalks near crossing point. In male respondents only 
5% satisfies, while 21% replied not in continuity to walk, 
70% replied uncomfortable and inconvenient. In female 
respondents all 100% replied not in continuity to walk, 
50% replied uncomfortable and inconvenient. 
The respondents were asked about encroachment problem 
around 91% replied positively. 96% of male respondents 

complained for encroachment while only 38% of female 
respondents complained for such issue. 
 
Table 4.5.1: Viewpoint of pedestrian on sidewalks 

S. 
N. 

Parameters Pedestrians (%) 

1 Good and comfortable 5 
2 Not in continuity for walk 27 
3 Uncomfortable and 

inconvenient 
68 

4 Encroached 91 
 
4.5.12. Provision of pedestrian facilities required 
Pedestrian were questioned about the provision of 
pedestrian facilities required in Bhilwara town are: 

(i) At major intersections green man signal required 
for pedestrian crossing. 

(ii) Sufficient wide and comfortable footpath required 
at main routes. 

(iii) Zebra crossing should be clearly visible at major 
intersections and other pedestrians crossing 
locations. 

(iv) Is there requirement of footbridge at major 
intersections?  

The results are shown in Table 4.5.2 
 
Table 4.5.2: Viewpoint of pedestrian facilities required 

S. 
N. 

Parameters Pedestrians 
(%) 

1 At major intersections green man 
signal required for pedestrian 
crossing 

94 

2 Sufficient wide and comfortable 
footpath required at main routes 

91 

3 Zebra crossing should be clearly 
visible at major intersections and 
other pedestrians crossing locations 

88 

4 Is there requirement of footbridge at 
major intersections?  

61 

 
So, the pedestrians want many more pedestrian facilities 
specially signalised crossing (green man), appropriate 
footpath at main routes as well as visible zebra crossing at 
major intersections. 
 
4.5.13. Situations has become more unsafe during last few 
years 
The pedestrians were asked as to whether they feel that the 
situation for them has become more unsafe during last few 
years due to: 

(i) Intersections have become more complex 
(ii) Width of footpaths reduced 
(iii) Encroachment 
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(iv) Speed of vehicles increased 
(v) Increases in numbers of vehicle more rapidly  

The results of pedestrian’s opinion shown in Table: 4.5.3 
 
Table 4.5.3: Reasons for unsafe situations for pedestrians 
in recent years 

S. 
N. 

Parameters Pedestrians 
(%) 

1 Intersections have become more 
complex 

10 

2 Width of footpaths reduced 5 
3 Encroachment 88 
4 Speed of vehicles increased 81 
5 Increases in numbers of vehicle 

more rapidly  
84 

 
Hence, according to pedestrian’s opinion major reason for 
increase in pedestrians accident in recent years is 
encroachment, increased speed of vehicles as well as 
rapidly increase in numbers of vehicles on roads.  
 
4.6. Suggestions/ Remedial Measures 

• Footpaths at maximum parts of corridors are 
needed to propose. 

• Footpaths available in less width or discontinue 
need to improve. 

• Maximum intersections on all corridors need to 
improve, i.e. widening of junctions with slip road 
in all sides, make them controlled junction by 
signalised or by traffic policeman. 

• Gangapur Tiraha intersection needs to be widened 
by providing slip road for left moving vehicles. 

• Round about rotary junction Sukhadiya Circle, 
Pansal Choraha (Maharana Pratap Circle), 
Sanganeri Gate Circle need to improve for clear 
visibility for small vehicles as well as for 
pedestrians. 

• Facilities for pedestrian crossing with safely to 
provided at every junctions.   

• Road marking (i.e. Zebra crossing, stop line etc) 
need to improve at all the junctions for safe 
movement of pedestrians. 

• Vendors, street hawkers need to remove from 
Roadways bus stand, Sri Guest house, Ajmer road 
bus stop, Near UIT, Gangapur Tiraha, Pratap 
Nagar School, ITI, Pansal Choraha, Biliya etc. 

• Additional width and rising of footpath as well as 
pedestrian guard rail needed at ROB. 

• Foot over bridge for crossing large numbers of 
lanes of carriageway at Ajmer Tiraha due to 
numbers of pedestrian crossing is higher as well 
as accelerated speed of vehicles at foot of ROB 

make collision risk factor higher between vehicles 
and pedestrians. 

• At Sanganeri Gate and Ajmer Tiraha count 
stations, volume of pedestrians found 1115 and 
863 persons per hour (in peak hour), which is 
more than 800 persons per hour (in both 
directions), shows demand for 1.50 m side-walk 
as per IRC: 103-1988.  

• At Gangapur Tiraha and Circuit House Tiraha, 
although pedestrian volume count fount smaller 
than 800 persons per hour (in both directions) but 
here footpath with pedestrian guard rails required 
due to large numbers of fast moving vehicles 
makes pedestrians unsafe.  

• Unauthorised parking needs to remove from 
Gangapur Tiraha to Vishal Mega mart, Circuit 
house to railway phatak. Near UIT, Roadways bus 
stand to Ramsnehi Hospital, Sanganeri Gate 
Petrol pump etc. 

• Stop lines with studs/cat’s eye should be provided 
before pedestrians crossing safety. 

• Solar blinkers should be provided at all median 
openings, zebra crossing and junctions to be alert 
for vehicle drivers that someone may cross the 
road at these locations.  

• Traffic control devices i.e. appropriate signage for 
speed limit, pedestrian crossing, parking, lane 
restriction etc shall be provide at appropriate 
locations.     

 
4.7. Conclusion 
The data pertaining to the condition of the facilities 
provide an insight to the planner on extend of the demand. 
This is objectively measured and rated, analysis would 
help the decision makers, to identify the problem areas and 
attend to the same. The solutions can also be varied from 
short, medium and long term, based on the availability of 
funds and field situations. The template of the data 
collection, analysis of existing condition, could be 
generalised as a model for any situation, which could 
predict the pedestrian’s proneness accidents.   
Many engineering countermeasures have been identified 
for pedestrian facilities lists the following: barriers, bus 
stop relocation, marked crosswalks, grade separation, 
facilities for the handicapped and older adults, lighting, 
one-way streets and diagonal parking, retro reflective 
materials, safety islands, sidewalks, signalization, signs 
and markings, urban pedestrian environments, and 
vehicular traffic diversion strategies.  
 
4.8. Scope of Further Study 
In this study, few major locations of Bhilwara Town were 
selected to survey existing pedestrian facility and 
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pedestrian safety system. Sample taken was not very large 
as it requires more man power and investment for survey 
work. These studies are necessary at large level at 
maximum locations of town by government agencies i.e. 
Public Works Department, Urban Improvement Trust or 
Nagar Parishad in joint venture with Traffic Police. 
Recommendations should be adopt by local governing 
bodies to safely and securely movement of pedestrians in 
town. These surveys are necessary at regular interval to 
evaluate pedestrian’s safety and facilities in town.  
In future, study can be carried out taking different sample 
size in different size of city, should be study on pedestrian 
safety, study on pedestrian facilities. There is much more 
scopes due to peoples are aware for walking for establish 
better health as well as for environmental benefit, which is 
only possible for safe and secure walking. 
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